Glutamatergic signaling plays an important role in learning and memory. Using Pavlovian conditioned approach procedures, the mechanisms that drive stimulus-reward learning and memory have been investigated. However, there are instances where reward-predictive stimuli can function beyond being solely predictive and can be attributed with "motivational value" or incentive salience. Using a Pavlovian conditioned approach procedure consisting of two different but equally predictive stimuli (lever vs. tone) we investigated the role NMDA receptor function has in the attribution of incentive salience. The results revealed that the administration of MK-801, an NMDA receptor antagonist, during acquisition of Pavlovian conditioned approach promoted goal-tracking to a lever stimulus, while control animals learned to sign-track. Moreover, within the same animals, the use of a tone stimulus elicited goal-tracking responses that were unaffected by MK-801 pretreatments. Furthermore, a lever CS that elicited sign-tracking served as a more robust conditioned reinforcer than a tone CS that elicited goaltracking or a lever CS that elicited goal-tracking via MK-801 pretreatments. Collectively, these results demonstrate that NMDA receptor antagonism can alter the stimulus-reward relationship learned and prevent the attribution of incentive salience, rather than impede general learning.
Introduction
Glutamatergic signaling plays an important role in learning and memory. Specifically, NMDA receptor function is hypothesized to govern synaptic plasticity and underlie learning and the formation of associated memories [1] [2] [3] [4] . For example, the blockade of NMDA receptors results in the disruption of learning in a variety of behavioral procedures [5, 6] .
Studies using Pavlovian conditioning, via fear conditioning [7] [8] [9] , have provided a vast amount of data regarding glutamatergic function in relation to learning and memory. While the associative processes involved in Pavlovian conditioning also encompass appetitive events, most of the reward-related learning literature has focused on dopaminergic signaling due to the associated dopamine-mediated neurobiological changes seen with stimulus-reward learning (see [10] [11] [12] ). Beside dopamine, there is evidence that NMDA receptor function is also necessary for stimulus-reward learning; NMDA blockade disrupts the acquisition of stimulus-reward relationships [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In addition to their predictive function, there is a growing body of literature demonstrating that some conditioned stimuli (CS) can be more readily attributed with motivational value or "incentive salience" [18] [19] [20] , and the predictive versus motivational aspects of a CS are typically identified via response topographies. For example, goaltracking (approach to the location of reward delivery during CS presentation; 21) appears to be mediated by the predictive CS-US relationship, while sign-tracking (approach and interaction with the CS; [22, 23] ) appears to be indicative of incentive salience attribution to the CS [19] . More recent studies have revealed that dopaminergic function appears to be necessary for the attribution of incentive value to a CS, while it may not be necessary for the acquisition of the predictive CS-US relationship [18, [24] [25] [26] .
While there are dissociable dopaminergic mechanisms between the predictive and incentive function of a CS, little is known regarding the role of NMDA receptor function in these two processes. Thus, we investigated the role of NMDA receptor function in the acquisition of the predictive versus incentive function of a food-paired CS. To elucidate the role of NMDA receptor function, we utilized a 2-CS Pavlovian conditioned approach (PCA) procedure (see [27, 26] ) that incorporates two different but equally predictive stimuli that preferentially elicit sign-and goal-tracking responses within an individual. We reasoned that if NMDA receptor function is necessary for learning to occur more generally (as suggested by the literature), NMDA antagonism during CS-US acquisition should disrupt the development of stimulus-reward relationships altogether. However, if sign-and goal-tracking are indicative of distinct neurobehavioral processes, NMDA receptor blockade should preferentially affect a CS-US relationship that elicits sign-tracking (i.e., incentive salience) due to the role NMDA receptors have in relation to dopaminergic signaling [15] .
Methods

Animals
Twenty-four adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan Inc., Indianapolis, IN), weighing ∼250-275 g upon arrival, were used. All rats were acclimated to the colony environment and handled daily for one week prior to experimentation. Rats were individually housed in a temperature-controlled environment with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle and had ad libitum access to food and water in their home cage throughout experimentation. All experimentation was conducted during the light phase. All experimental protocols were conducted in accordance to the 2011, National Research Council: Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (8th edition) and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Kentucky.
Apparatus
Experiments were conducted in operant conditioning chambers (ENV-008; MED Associates, St. Albans, VT) and operated using MED-PC. Each operant chamber consisted of a recessed food-receptacle (ENV-200R2MA), outfitted with a head-entry detector (ENV-254-CB), located on the front response panel of the chamber which allowed for food pellets (45-mg Noyes Precision Pellets; Research Diets, Inc., New Brunswick, NJ) to be delivered via a dispenser (ENV-203M-45). Two retractable response levers were mounted on either side of the recessed food-receptacle (ENV-122CM), two white cue lights (ENV-221 M) were mounted above each response lever, and a Sonalert © tone (ENV-223 AM) was located above the top left cue light. The back-response panel was outfitted with a single retractable response lever (ENV-122CM; located directly opposite of the food receptacle), two nosepoke response receptacles (ENV-114BM; directly opposite to front response levers) were mounted on either side of the retractable response lever, and a house-light (ENV-227 M) was mounted at the top of the back panel above the response lever.
Drugs
(+)-MK-801 hydrogen maleate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and mixed in sterile saline (0.9% NaCl).
Behavioral procedures
Magazine shaping
Animals were trained to retrieve food pellets from the food receptacle for two consecutive days, where rats were given 40 min to retrieve and consume 16 food pellets, delivered on a 60-s fixed time schedule.
2-CS PCA training
Each trial began with the presentation of a single 8-s lever (located on the front-panel; balanced for side across animals) or a tone. Immediately following lever retraction or tone offset, a single food pellet was non-contingently delivered into the food receptacle. Stimulus presentations were separated by a 90-s variable-time inter-trial-interval [28] . Each session contained 32 trials, consisting of 16 lever-only insertions and 16 tone-only presentations in pseudorandom order, where no more than four presentations of the same stimulus occurred consecutively. Rats were trained for 14 consecutive sessions. Sign-tracking responses were recorded as lever presses, while goal-tracking responses were recorded as breaks of a photo beam within the food receptacle during stimulus presentation. Additionally, goal-tracking responses made within 8s prior to either CS presentation (8s pre-CS) were also recorded. Fifteen minutes prior to each 2-CS PCA training session, rats (n = 12/group) were pretreated (s.c. injection) with saline or MK-801 (0.1 mg/kg; dose was determined via pilot studies revealing suppression of pellet consumption at higher doses).
CS-only test
To determine what was learned about the lever CS and tone CS during acquisition, a subset of animals (n = 6/group), pretreated with saline or MK-801 during 2-CS PCA training, underwent a CS-test. The CS-test took place the next day following 2-CS PCA training and functioned similarly to 2-CS PCA training but only 8 stimulus presentations (4 lever and 4 tone; sans food delivery) occurred. Importantly, testing was conducted under drug-free conditions.
Conditioned reinforcement
To determine the relative value attributed to the lever CS or tone CS, another subset of animals (n = 6/group), pretreated with saline or MK-801 during 2-CS PCA training, were tested for conditioned reinforcement. Conditioned reinforcement took place over two subsequent days immediately following 2-CS PCA training. Conditioned reinforcement consisted of two 30-min sessions where rats were presented with an illuminated nosepoke (balanced for side), where a single response into the nosepoke resulted in the simultaneous offset of the nosepoke light and an 8s presentation of either the lever or tone (balanced across animals) that was used during 2-CS PCA training. After the offset of the 8-s stimulus (lever or tone), the nosepoke light turned on again. On the subsequent day, the opposite nosepoke light was illuminated, and a response produced either the lever or tone for 8s, opposite to what stimulus was presented the day before. Nosepoke-responses to the nonilluminated (i.e., inactive) receptacle were recorded during each test but had no consequence. Importantly, conditioned reinforcement sessions took place under drug-free conditions.
Analysis
Data were analyzed using linear mixed-effects modeling [29] . Due to the absence of sign-tracking to a tone, sign-tracking response rates for 2-CS PCA training were analyzed alone with session (continuous) as a within-subject factor, treatment group (nominal) as a between-subject factor, and subject as a random factor [26, 27] . Goal-tracking to the CS and goal-tracking during the 8s pre-CS for 2-CS PCA training were analyzed with session (continuous) and stimulus (nominal) as withinsubject factors, treatment group (nominal) as a between-subject factor, and subject as a random factor. For the CS-test, the responses per each stimulus were calculated as an average rate, with stimulus (nominal) as within-subject factor, treatment (nominal) as a between subject factor, and subject as a random factor. Conditioned reinforcement tests, with stimulus (nominal) and response type (i.e., active vs. inactive; nominal) as within-subject factors, treatment (nominal) as between-subject factor, and subject as a random factor. In addition, CS-dependent goaltracking, for both the lever CS and tone CS, was directly compared to goal-tracking during the 8s pre-CS within each treatment group with session (continuous) and GT type (in presence vs. absence of CS; nominal) as within-subject factors, and subject as a random factor. Moreover, goal-tracking rates during CS presentations and the pre-CS periods were used to calculate the percent CS responding (goal-tracking during the 8s CS divided by goal-tracking during the 8s CS added to goal-tracking during the 8s pre-CS period) to further determine if a CS-US relationship had been learned. It should be noted that sign-tracking during the pre-CS period could not be measured since the lever was retracted; thus, all comparisons are related to goal-tracking behavior only. One-sample t-tests were conducted on the percent CS responding for the last day of 2-CS PCA acquisition and the CS-only test day to determine if goal-tracking responding was CS-dependent. One-sample ttests were compared against 50%, which signifies no differences in the number of responses recorded during the presentation of the CS and the pre-CS period. Post hoc tests were conducted with Tukey HSD. For all tests, α was set at 0.05. presence of the CS than in the absence of the CS. Finally, linear mixedeffects analysis revealed a main effect of session [F(1.11) = 13.72, p < 0.05], a main effect of GT type [F(1.11) = 7.49, p < 0.05], and a session x GT type interaction [F(1.11) = 16.67, p < 0.05], indicating goal-tracking rates to the tone CS was significantly greater than goaltracking rates during the 8 s pre-CS for MK-801 pretreated animals. Collectively, these results indicate that goal-tracking responses were learned and dependent upon CS presentation. Fig. 1D illustrates percent CS-dependent goal-tracking behavior as a proportion of all recorded goal-tracking responses to the lever CS and tone CS. One-sample t-tests on the last day of 2-CS PCA acquisition revealed no differences from 50% for goal-tracking to a lever CS in saline pretreated animals (46.30 ± 13.69), indicating these animals did not learn to goal-track to a lever CS (sign-tracking to the lever CS instead). However, one-sample t-tests revealed a significant increase from 50% for goal-tracking to a tone CS in saline pretreated animals (90.73 ± 5.41) [ 
Results
2-CS PCA training
CS-only test
A drug-free, CS-only test session was utilized to probe what was learned regarding each stimulus during acquisition [30] . Fig. 2A and B illustrates the averaged sign-and goal-tracking rates to the lever and tone CS during the drug-free test session. Linear mixed-effects analysis revealed a significant treatment x stimulus interaction [F(2.20) = 13.12, p < 0.05], indicating that responding during the CS-test was dependent on pretreatment during 2-CS PCA acquisition and the type of CS presented. Post hoc analysis revealed that sign-tracking to the lever CS was greater in saline pretreated animals than MK-801. Additionally, post hoc analysis revealed that goal-tracking rates to the lever CS during the CS-test was greater in MK-801 pretreated animals than saline animals, while there were no differences in goal-tracking rates to the tone CS. Furthermore, post hoc analysis also revealed that there were no differences between goal-tracking rates to the lever or tone CS in MK-801 pretreated animals. Finally, Fig. 2C illustrates goal-tracking response rates during the 8s pre-CS window on the CS-only test day. Linear mixed-effects analysis revealed no differences in goal-tracking rates during the 8s pre-CS between saline and MK-801 pretreated animals. Collectively, the results indicate that pretreatments of MK-801 during 2-CS PCA acquisition specifically prevented the learning of a CS-US relationship that results in sign-tracking to the lever, instead promoting the learning of a CS-US relationship that results in goal-tracking to the lever stimulus. Fig. 2D illustrates the percent responding to the CS during the CSonly test. One-sample t-tests revealed the percent CS responding to the tone for animals pretreated with saline (95.94 ± 2.82) was significantly greater than 50% [t(5) = 16.29, p < 0.05]. One-sample ttests also revealed that percent CS responding to the lever CS (85.46 ± 6.96) [t(4) = 5.10, p < 0.05] and tone CS (78.33 ± 7.88) [t(4) = 3.60, p < 0.05] for animals pretreated with MK-801 was also significantly greater than 50%. Collectively, these results indicate that during the drug-free CS-only test, animals were specifically responding in the presence of the CS. Thus, while MK-801 pretreatment promoted learning a goal-tracking response to the lever and tone, instead of signtracking to the lever and goal-tracking to the tone, both saline and MK-801 pretreated animals learned their respective conditioned responses equally well to both CSs. Fig. 3 illustrates the active and inactive nosepoke-responses during the post-acquisition, drug-free conditioned reinforcement test for the lever CS and tone CS. Fig. 3A illustrates the number of active nosepokes for access to the lever CS and tone CSs alone, while Fig. 3B illustrates the number of inactive nosepokes (i.e., responses produced no consequence). Linear mixed-effects analysis revealed that there was a main effect of treatment [F(1.10) = 18.26, p < 0.05], indicating that the pretreatments during acquisition affected the value attributed to the CSs, a main effect of stimulus [F(1.10) = 8.10, p < 0.05], indicating that the number of responses made during conditioned reinforcement was dependent on which previously trained CS was presented, and a main effect of response type [F(1.10) = 192.69, p < 0.05], indicating that there were more active nosepoke-responses than inactive nosepoke-responses. Analysis also revealed a treatment x stimulus interaction [F(1.10) = 8.73, p < 0.05], indicating previous pretreatments during 2-CS PCA acquisition and the stimulus presented following a nosepoke affected the number of nosepoke responses; a treatment x response type interaction [F(1.10) = 12.98, p < 0.05], indicating that responses into the nosepoke ports depended on the previous pretreatments from 2-CS PCA acquisition and whether or not the nosepoke port was active or inactive; and a stimulus x response type interaction [F (1.10) = 12.49, p < 0.05], indicating that the number of responses recorded depended on the stimulus presented following a nosepoke and whether or not the nosepoke port was active or inactive. Finally, linear mixed-effects analysis revealed a treatment x stimulus x response interaction [F(1.10) = 7.27, p < 0.05], indicating that the number of recorded nosepokes during conditioned reinforcement was dependent on the previous pretreatments received during 2-CS PCA training, which stimulus was presented following a nosepoke, and whether or not a nosepoke resulted in an event. Post hoc tests revealed that the number of active nosepokes was greater than all inactive nosepokesresponses in general. Furthermore, post hoc tests revealed that rats pretreated with saline during 2-CS PCA acquisition had more active responses for the lever CS than MK-801 pretreated animals; animals pretreated with saline during acquisition emitted more nosepokes for the lever CS than the tone CS. Finally, there were no differences in nosepokes for the tone CS between animals previously pretreated with saline or MK-801 during acquisition. Collectively, these results suggest that the lever CS served as a better conditioned reinforcer than the tone CS in animals previously pretreated with saline and learned to signtrack to the lever CS during acquisition, while MK-801 pretreatments that promoted the learning of a goal-tracking response to the lever CS during acquisition also prevented the attribution of incentive value for the lever CS.
Conditioned reinforcement
Discussion
While previous studies have examined the role of NMDA receptors in appetitive Pavlovian conditioning, most studies were conducted in relation to dopaminergic function [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . For example, in a study by Di Ciano et al. [13] , it was demonstrated that localized infusions of AP-5, a NMDA antagonist, into the nucleus accumbens disrupted the acquisition of sign-tracking. Likewise, when NMDA receptors were disrupted in D1-expressing medium-spiny neurons goal-tracking to a lever CS was impaired [16] . Unfortunately, neither of these studies reported effects on the alternate conditioned response (i.e., sign-or goaltracking), making it difficult to determine if any effects of the manipulations used may have selectively affected the other response type, rather than attenuating stimulus-reward learning more generally.
Using a 2-CS procedure to isolate sign-and goal-tracking, the findings herein demonstrated that pretreatments of MK-801 during acquisition selectively promoted goal-tracking responses to the lever CS, instead of sign-tracking demonstrated by saline control animals. More importantly, during the post-acquisition drug-free CS-only test, animals pretreated with MK-801 during acquisition continued to goaltrack to the lever CS, indicating that NMDA receptor antagonism altered the learned CS-US relationship and did not suppress sign-tracking performance during acquisition. Furthermore, post-acquisition drugfree conditioned reinforcement testing demonstrated that animals pretreated with MK-801 during acquisition exhibited similar levels of conditioned reinforcement for both the lever and tone CS, while the lever CS that elicited sign-tracking in saline-treated animals resulted in more robust conditioned reinforcement, an effect consistent with previous results demonstrating that sign-and goal-tracking behavior are representative of differential levels of conditioned reinforcement; a CS that elicits sign-tracking behavior functions as more robust conditioned reinforcer [20, 26, 27, 31] . To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that NMDA antagonism during the acquisition of a Pavlovian conditioned approach procedure can preferentially shift what conditioned response is learned, primarily affecting the value attributed to the CS, rather than causing a general blockade of learning.
Of note, using a 2-CS PCA procedure, control animals herein learned to sign-track exclusively to the lever CS, replicating previous findings from our laboratory [26, 27] and others [21, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . However, there are reports (e.g., [20, 37] ) that have found individual differences in signtracking or goal-tracking exclusively to a lever CS. One notable procedural difference is the 2-CS PCA procedure lasts for 14 days, while studies (e.g., [20, 37] ) that find individual differences in conditioned responding to a lever CS typically last for 5 days. Interestingly, during the first 5 days of training, under the 2-CS PCA procedure used herein, there were no differences in sign-and goal-tracking rates to the lever CS in control animals. However, by the end of the 14 days of training, control animals sign-tracked exclusively to the lever CS, making it possible that more training sessions may result in a switch from goal-to sign-tracking (but see [38] ). Moreover, the use of multiple-stimulus designs that foster discrimination learning (cf. [36] ), could engender Fig. 3 . The relative conditioned reinforcing value attributed to the lever CS vs. the tone CS during drug-free tests following 2-CS PCA acquisition. Mean ( ± SEM) number of (A) active nosepokes, which produced the previously learned stimulus (i.e., lever or tone, depending on test-day), and (B) inactive nosepokes, which resulted in no consequences, for saline pretreated groups and MK-801 (0.1 mg/kg) pretreated groups during 2-CS PCA acquisition.
sign-tracking to the lever CS. Another notable procedural difference is the type of lever used. The lever used within our studies (e.g., [26, 27] ) is a standard retractable lever, whereas studies reporting individual differences (e.g., [20, 37] ) use an "illuminated lever", or a lever that is outfitted with a backlight, making it a compound lever/light CS. Using a compound stimulus leaves open the possibility that individual differences in the conditioned response elicited to the "illuminated lever" could be a direct reflection of selective associations between the individual elements of the compound "illuminated lever" (cf. [39] ), where animals that sign-track attend to the lever, while animals that goal-track attend to the light, producing sign-and goal-trackers respectively. Future studies should systematically investigate procedural determinants of individual differences in sign-vs. goal-tracking to a lever CS.
Much of the work investigating the neurobiological systems governing the attribution of incentive salience (e.g., [12, 25, 26] ) has focused on the dopaminergic system. For example, previous findings from our laboratory, investigating the role of dopamine in the acquisition of incentive salience, demonstrated that pretreatments of SCH-23390, a D1 dopamine receptor antagonist, during 2-CS PCA acquisition results in the suppression both sign-and goal-tracking performance. Importantly, while the above D1 antagonist pretreatment effects could be interpreted as a blockade of learning in general, a post-acquisition CSonly test under drug-free conditions revealed that the drug was affecting the performance of conditioned responding while onboard, not inhibiting learning; more importantly, the drug-free, CS-only test revealed that the D1 antagonist prevented the attribution of value to a lever CS, promoting goal-tracking to the lever stimulus [26] .
Using the same 2-CS PCA experimental design as above (e.g., [26] ), the results herein demonstrate NMDA receptor antagonism also prevented the attribution of incentive salience to a lever CS. Because a similar end-result can be seen between dopaminergic and glutamatergic receptor antagonism during 2-CS PCA acquisition, where pretreatments of a D1 dopamine receptor antagonist or a NMDA receptor antagonist during acquisition can bias the learned CS-US relationship toward one that engenders goal-tracking, it leaves open the possibility that systemic pretreatments of MK-801 have their effects via modulation of the dopaminergic system [15, 16] . However, it should also be noted that unlike dopaminergic antagonism, which disrupted both conditioned response topographies during acquisition [26] , NMDA receptor antagonism selectively abolished sign-tracking while simultaneously promoting goal-tracking. Furthermore, the selective promotion of goaltracking, via MK-801, to the lever CS, while leaving goal-tracking to the tone CS relatively unaffected, further supports the notion that incentive salience attribution and general reward-prediction learning may be two distinct neurobehavioral processes [40] . Although the findings examining NMDA receptor function reveal some interesting insights regarding the glutamatergic system, future studies should further investigate how glutamatergic signaling might play a preferential role in promoting the attribution of incentive salience from reward-prediction learning.
In conclusion, the results found here demonstrate that NMDA receptor function can differentially affect the learning of stimulus-reward relationships; notably NMDA receptor function is necessary for the attribution of incentive salience. Furthermore, the current data provides evidence that blocking NMDA receptor function does not necessarily block learning altogether, but can alter the stimulus-reward relationship learned and the associated value attributed to reward-predictive stimuli. By understanding the neurobiological systems involved that underlie stimulus-reward learning, novel pharmacotherapies may be developed to preferentially treat or prevent the learning of stimuli specific stimulus-reward relations that are associated with substanceuse disorder.
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